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The importance of maintenance

• Regular inspections of building elements, 

easily carried out by the owner can identify 

minor defects which can be simply repaired

• Catch them early, and do something about it

• On average £500 a year is spent on 

maintaining a car, how many of your buildings 

have that spent on them?

• In times of constrained budget, maintenance is 

far more cost effective than substantive repair



The consequences of neglecting 

maintenance can be disastrous



Water is the main cause of decay for most of the 

materials which make up our traditionally constructed 

buildings



Maintenance of Traditional Buildings is primarily 

concerned with keeping the fabric dry



Maintaining “Breathability” is also 

crucial to maintenance

• Breathability in buildings should not be 

confused with air movement but entirely 

refers to the way moisture moves in 

relation to the building fabric. Breathability 

is based upon three essential mechanisms 

of moisture transport: 

– Vapour permeability

– Hygroscopicity

– Capillarity



Inspection

• Regular inspections are essential to spot and tackle problems before they 
become aggravated

• Autumn inspection and repair work is recommended

• Repeat inspection after severe storm or gale

• Preliminary viewing from ground level using binoculars

• Inspect all parts of a building: walls, roofs, woodwork etc.

• Record any signs of problems and schedule repairs as soon as possible

• Do nor ignore defects, they will cost more to repair the longer they are left



Roofs - Most common problem, 

slipped slates or tiles



Missing slates can lead to rot in  

sarking



Also check flat roofs for rips, tears, 

bulges or ponding



Lead flashings also important



Check masonry at roof level



Chimneys a particularly vulnerable 

part of a buildings



Damaged chimneys will let in significant 

amounts of moisture but cement capping will 

also cause problems



Moisture can be a serious problem 

in chimneys

• Moisture in chimneys may combine with sulphates 
produced during the combustion process and form 
acids which cause decay

• Moisture entering through chimney stacks can 
cause problems for other building elements

• Moisture can enter chimneys

– from the top where flashing, mortar flaunching or 
chimney pots are defective

– From within a room in the form condensation

– From without through defective pointing or decayed 
masonry



Leaking chimney leading to internal 

water ingress



• Can lead to 

serious structural 

problems if not 

tackled early…



Gutters and downpipes vital

•Leaking gutter causing 

staining and stone 

damage

•Soaking wall internally 

as well

•Probable rot at rafter 

feet and on wallplate



Planned maintenance includes 

tasks such as cleaning gutters



•Downpipe coming 

away from wall

•Dangerous and more 

likely to become 

blocked

•Should be repaired 

and gutters unblocked



Walls
•Most common defect 

is decayed pointing

•Also look for 

decayed stone work

•Moss or vegetation 

growth



Cement not an appropriate material for 

re-pointing...



Ventilation

• External ground 
levels invariably rise, 
especially if there are 
flower beds or 
borders.

• Keep under floor 
vents clear

• Check gullies and 
drains clear

• Keep vegetation and 
shrubs away from 
walls.



Vents must be kept clear



Windows

• Ensure all exposed wood surfaces are painted

• External woodwork should be checked every 

year

• Check the putty on window frames

• An exposed elevation may need repainting 

more regularly.

• Poor paintwork will result in decay of timber. 



If not maintained properly…



Can be repaired, however



Check for signs of infestation or 

rot in timber



Cuboidal cracking a common 

sign of rot



To conclude

• It is important to regularly inspect all parts 
of a building

• Regular maintenance work such as 
painting timber windows and cleaning 
gutters should be planned in advance

• Other maintenance work and repairs 
should be carried out as soon as a 
problem is identified

• This will save money in the long term


